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Book by Newman, Leslea

BELINDA'S BOUQUET by Leslea Newman is a story of how a young girl named Belinda is teased

for having gained weight. She and Daniel, both about ten years old, discover with the help of one of

Daniel's mothers and a garden cared for by his other mother that people, like flowers, are different.

All people have special needs which make each one quite beautiful and unique. Belinda comes to

realize that her body belongs to her and that it is okay to look and be different from others. Although

the focus of this story is Belinda's growing understanding of the beauty of differences (some people

are short, some of us are tall, some are dark, some are light, some are fat and some are thin), other

messages are communicated as well. The author has addressed sex-role stereotypes when Daniel

describes some of the things they both enjoy doing, such as playing dress-up, hide-and-seek,

playing catch and riding their bikes. Other messages communicated are: Daniel lives with two

mothers; the importance of nutrition and growth; one's body, even those of children, are private and

that it is unjust for adults to tease children because of their differences.BELINDA'S BOUQUET is

one of a few books which doesn't use the parents' sexual orientation as the focus of the story. So,

the fact that Daniel lives with his two mothers, that no father figure is part of the family, and most

importantly, that his family structure doesn't seem to pose a problem for him, his friends, his school



or the driver of the bus who tells Belinda she has gotten fatter, is a genuine plus. The beautiful

house and garden which belong to Daniel and his mothers will resonate most personally to the child

who either has or lives in what many children refer to as the "country house."BELINDA'S BOUQUET

features color illustrations, is appropriate for children age three and older, and can assist adults who

wish to discuss the various issues Newman raises in this book.
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